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APPL::i:CATION OF AN .AN.AIDG COMPUTER TO THE HYDRAULIC PROBLDE 
OF THE SAC'.RAMENTO-S.AN JOAQUIN DELTA IN CALIFORNIA 

by 
Ro E. G.lover, D. J. Hebert, and C. R. Daum 

The Del.ta area in California is a roughly trianguJ.ar tract 

of land l.ying Just to the east of Suisun Bay. This area, which 

extends for a distance of' about 50 Id.l.es north and south and has a 

maximum width of' about 25 mil.es, was origina.:lly a marsh with a network 

of' channels threadiDB through it. At the present time, this area is 

agricul.tll;t'al. l.and. which has been reel.aimed by constructiDB dikes al.ODB 

the ol.d channel.a to incl.ose areas which can be pumped out and farmed. 

The Del.ta is traversed by the Sacramento River which enters 

it from the north, by the San-JoaqUin which comes into it from the 

south, and by the North and South Forks of' the Mokel.umne River which 

come in from the east. The ol.d network of' channels, which has been 

effectively p:t.•eserved and stabilized by the process of reclamation, 

still carries the fl.ow of these streams throngh the Del.ta. 

Tides CamiDB into San Francisco Bay from the Pacific Ocean. 

propSBate themselves through Suisun Bay and into the Del.ta channels. 

Since the tidal cun-ents generally exceed the currents due to stream 

fl.ow, the direction of fl.ow in the channels are periodically reversed 

and a mechanism is provided for propagaticn of ocean salinity into them. 

The salinity encroachment is held in cheok by stream fl.ow which tends 

to flush the salinity out of the channels. In times of flood the 

salinity is driven back but in times of low stream fl.ow the tidal ebb 



and flow succeeds in carrying same salt into the channels. The presence 

of salinity is a matter of concern to the farmers of the Delta lands 

because the gt9ound surface of these reel.aimed lands or "islands" is 

commonly below sea J.evel so that the gt"adients are such as to carry 

water f'ram the channels into the is1ands. Construction of the Shasta 

Reservoir on the upper Sacramento River has made a water suppl.y avail

able which is desired for use on some of the 1ands in the San JoaqUin 

VaJ.J.ey across the Del.ta. To supply this demand the Tracy Pumping Pl.ant 

will lift water out cf the Delta channels at the south end of the Delta 

and the water to supply these pumps must be brought across the Delta 

through it channels. 

The problem to be solved is then how to bring the Sacramento 

water across the Delta to the San JoaqUin side without upsetting the 

balance of forces which now holds the salinity in check. 

Reasons for Use of an Analog 

Ona of the first methods of attacking tlle problem was by 

means of an hydrauJ.ic model. The channels of this mod,.el -were repro

duced to a scale of 1:4800 horizontal and 1:100 vertical. A tide 

generating apparatus and means for introducing stream flow were provided. 

Provision was also made for extractions to represent diversions for 

use on the Delta lands. Dyes were introduced to represent salinity. 

Flow patterns in the Delta were extensivel.y stUdied with this model 

both for historic conditions and for the anticipated conditions as 

altered by pumping. It also provided a means for testing analytical 

procedures for estimating salinity propagation • .After these resuJ.ts 

were obtained, the model had served its purposes and was dismantled. 
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With the Tracy pumps in operation it will be necessary to 

increase the transfer of water tram the Sacramento to the San Joaqu.in 

channels in order to replenish the water supply of the southern part 

of the Delta and thereby maintain a proper balance of flow. StUd.ies 

of the possibilities of artificial channels connecting the Sacramento 

and Mokelumne channels to increase the transfer were carried out 

analytically using the Hardy Cross procedure for determinine the 

division of flow and the methods previously established with the aid 

of the model for estllllB.tine salinity intrusion. A tidal phase 

difference existed at one of the sites which could be utilized to 

increase the transfer. Since gates woul.d be necessary in &>;T case 

for protection durine floods, it woul.d be possible to open the gates 

when the tidal currents were favorable and to close them when they were 

adverse. An analytical approach to this problem based on wave propa

gation formulas proved to be very difficult, and while some of these 

computations were actually made, the process proved to be so laborious 

as to make it desirable to search for some other method of solution. 

The electronic analog cqmputer built to expedite these 

computations not only was successful. for this purpose but gave also 

a more rapid means of studyine flow distribution in the Delta and a 

means for evaluating the effect of tidal currents on the effective 

flow resistance of the Delta channels. The appearance of the completed 

analog is shown in Figure l. 

Analog Requirements 

In order to solve the Delta problem, it is required that 

the analog be able to reproduce the square law relation between friction 
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and velocity which is characteristic of' fluid flow. In addition, 

it is requ:tred to represent the wave motion associated with the 

tides. To do this, the factors of' inertia and of' storage due to water 

level. changes must be accounted for. The factors employed in this 

analog to represent the hydrauJ.ic factors are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

CORRJ!BPONDING HYDRAULIC AND ANALOG QUANTITIES 

HydrauJ.ic 

Quantity of flow 
Water surface elevations 
Inertia 
Storage 
Frictional drae 
T:tme 

Description of' the Analog 

Electrical 

C"LUTent 
Voltage 
Inductance 
Capacity 
Resistance 
T:tme 

The analog is designed on the basis of' circuits of' the type 

shown in Figure 2. 

The inductances are air-cored coils which are either of 

commercial types or were wound as requ.ired. The condensers are 

commercial units of the paper or mica type. In the large channels, 

having very low frictional resistanc&s, linear resistors, having 

appropriate average values f'or the c"LUTents fl.owing, were used. In 

same of' the smaller channels, however, it was necessary to use some 

type of squa:re-law resistor. This was obtained by taking ad.vantage 

of' certain vacuum tube characteristics which have approx1mate4 the 

the requ.ired form of variation. These were used with resistors in 

parallel and in series to obtain the desired characteristic. A 
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biasing voltage was al.so requ.ired in this adjustment. The circllit 

used in such cases is sho-wn in Figure 3. 

A tu.be with two elements is used to permit current to fl.ow 

in either direction. This type of resistor is not whol.1.y satisfactory 

since the tubes show differences which make it necessary to adJust 

each one separate1.y. The current carrying capacity is restricted 

within narrow 1.imits, and it is necessary, therefore, to design the 

anal.cg around these elements. Net current fl.ows were read on d-c 

millia:mmeters. Tidal. ampl.itUdes and phase differences are read on a 

Gathode-ray oscilloscope. The gate keeper was represented by a recti

fier circllit using a 6N7 type tube. This al.so had some short comings 

near the zero point which introduced an effect analogous to gate leakage. 

In spite of these minor difficulties, ·l;he analog operates in a very 

satisfactory manner. Same idea of the speed with which the analog 

works may be obtained from the fact that the analog runs through about 

500 days of actual. tidal. changes in each second of operating time. 

Basic Equations 

In setting up the correlation equations, the electrical. 

circUits were assumed to have their inductance and capacity uniformly 

distributed al.ong their 1.ength. In practice, these elements and the 

square 1.aw resistance were 1.um.ped. �'he inertia and storage factors 

were considered together, and the resistances were considered 

separately. For purposes of explanation, the following notation 

will be used: 

In the hydrauJ.ic channel 1.et� 
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g represent the acceleration of gravity 
H the depth of the stream 
L the length of a channel 
M a constant applying to a channel specifying its flow 

resistance 
Q the flow 
t time 
W the width of the stream at the sttt-face 
'X distance aJ.ong a stream 
y the sttt-face elevation above sea level 
p weight of water per unit of volume 

A 1cmgitUd.ina1 section of a stream channel is shown in 

Fig'U;t'e 4. The shaded element represents a lamina of width w, depth 

H, and length dx. For analytical. p'U;t'poses the actual channel is as

similated to a uniform rectangular channel which has the same top 

width and cross sectional area as the actual channel. As stated pre

viously, :f'rictiona1 forces are not introduced into the dynamical. 

eq�tions, but are treated separately. Since x represents a dis

tance meas'U;t'ed along the stream :f'ram same fixed point on the bank, the 

pl.an.es defined by x and x J dx do not change position with time. 

It is assumed that y is smaJ.l. compared to H. 

The continUity condition requires that if the quantities 

of water flowing through the planes x and x J dx differ, then the 

s'U;t'face elevation must rise or fall as required to accommodate the 

changes of vollUS. If smaJ.l. quantities are neglected, this require

ment is expressed by 

Wdx � � : +Q - (Q /- g � dxf 

ljy 
If a s'U;t'face gradient Tx is present, the water depth on one side of 

. 

� 
the lamina will be greater than on the other by the amount -§-i dx 

and the additional. press'U;t'e due to this head differential. will cause 
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the water within the l.amina to be acce1erated. Thus the requ.irements 

of Newton's 1aw a.re expressed to a first order of approximation by: 

These two equations can be simpJ.ified by cancelling CODmlOn terms and 

collecting. Then the equation of continUity is 

and Newton's 1aw takes tha :f'orm 

OY 1 �Q 

bx I gRW' C)t = O 

(1) 

(2) 

It is of interest to note that if Q is e11m1nated :f'rom the two 

equations above, one obtains the wave equation 

?,2y 1 
bx2 = gll 

(3) 

The relation between f'low and gradient for the hyclrauJ.ic channel can 

be expressed in the :f'orm - {i;"; 
Q = M V � (4) 

which may be recognized as a :f'orm. of' the Chezy :f'ormuJ.a. 

In the e1ectrical. circUits let 

C represent the capacity per unit 1ength of circUit 
E the potential with respect to ground 
I c'"1:Tent 
K a constant applyiDg to a circUit 
r resistance per unit 1ength of circUit 
7J t:lme in the anal.og 
A inductance per unit length of circUit 
5 distance along a circUit 
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Then the equations for the idealized electrical circllits* 

which correspond to equations (l) and (2) for the hydrauJ.ic channels 

are: 

I C (5) 

(6) 

fr.om which there is obtained on el.imination of I 

(7) 

For the circUits provided with an el.ectronic resistor for 

representation of hydraulic resistances of the type expressed by 

equation (4) 

or if the circUit has a linear resistance 

l. 0 E 
r= rot 

Correlation Equations 

(8) 

(9) 

The el.ectronic anaJ.og operates at a frequency of l,000 

cycl.es per second. The sinusoidal variations imposed on the analog 

approximately represent tidal oscillations having a frequency of 

*S6e, for example, "The Theory of Sound" by Lord Reyl.eigh, 
Volume J., Paragraph 235X, page 467. The equations (5) and (6) can be 
obtained from Rayl.eigh' s equation l by J.etting R = 0 ,K = O. In this 
form they are a simplified version of Heaviside's equations for a long 
line. 
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about two cycles per day. The correlation equations which were :found 

suitable for use with the availaole electrical components are: 

y - O.l E 
Q - l0,000,000 I 
X : J.0,000� 
t = 45, 000, 000 1 

Other applications would, of course, reqUire other constants. 

An ana.logous electrical quantity is obtained by su.bstituting the above 

relations into the hydraulic equations: for exampl.e, equation (4) is 

Q = M'/oy · Y<Sx 
which on su.bstitution becomes 

or 

l0,000,000 I= M 

I= 
M -../ O E 

3.2xl09 Y� 

O.l. 0 E 
10,000 c5.5 

M Then the quantity ---
3.2.xl09 

is the K value to use in the equation (8) 

I : K{{f 

By this choice of constants the electrical circuit is given resistance 

characteristics which are analogous td the hydraulic f'riction in the 

corresponding actual channel.. The other relations are treated in a 

s:1:milar way. 

Boundary Conditi0ns 

To account for the stream flow it was necessary to introduce 

direct currents of specified amounts at certain points in the analog 

and to take them out at certain other points. In general the currents 
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fed into the network represent river flows entering the Del.ta area, 

while currents leaving the network represent the draft of the Tracy 

pumps and the flow from the Delta area into SUisun Bay. To introduce 

these currents, voltages of controllable msgnitude were introduced 

between the network and the gr-ound wire (see Figu:re 2). Control of 

the currents was obtained by variable resistors located at the points 

where the currents enter and leave the network. 

The tides were represented by alternating voltages of 

specified lllB8IlitUde applied between the network and the gr-ound wire 

at the point on the analog representing the entrance to SUisun Bay. 

A blocking condenser was used here to prevent the flow of direct 

current. The actual tides occurring at this point vary somewhat from 

day to day due to varying phase relations between the lunar and solar 

components. In the analog these tidal variations were replaced by a 

single sinusoidal variation of average amplitude. The connections 

arranged for introducing the direct currents representing stream 

flow would permit the alternating currents representing the tides to 

pass into the gr-ound wire at other points than that representing the 

entrance to SUisun Bay. Since this would introduce errors inductive 

blocking :impedances were introduced into the direct current circUit 

wherever necessary to confine the alternating currents to the proper 

network circUits. Where stream channels continued beyond the area 

r�presented by the analog, lumped :impedances were introduced to repre

sent those portions beyond the anaJ.og area. In most cases these were 

determined by trial so that known tidal behavior would be properly 

represented. 
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In order to protect the direct c"U;tTent meters where 

necessary from loss of field due to the alternating-c"U;tTent components, 

they were shunted by condensers having :Impedances which were low com

pared to the resistance of the meter. 

Rasul.ts 

The analog has assisted materially in the solution of the 

problem of flow transfer through the Delta. The resuJ.ts obtained 

check well with those obtained by other means. 
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Figu;re l. 

ELECTRON IC ANA LOGUE OF THE 

S ACRAMENTO-SAN JOAQUIN RIVER DELTA 

REPRESENTS HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS OF RIVER FLOW 

AN,') TIDAL ACTION IN THE DELTA 
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External appearance of the Electronic Analog. 
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